Peripheral perception mechanism of ultrasonic hearing.
Ultrasound can be perceived by bone conduction, and its characteristics differ from those of air-conducted audible sound (ACAS) in some respects. Despite many studies on ultrasonic hearing, the details have not yet been clarified. In this study, to elucidate the perception mechanism, the masking of bone-conducted ultrasound (BCU) produced by ACAS and the sensitivity of BCU in hearing impaired subjects were evaluated. We found that BCU was masked by high frequency ACAS, especially in the frequency range of 10-14 kHz. The most effective masker frequency depended on masker intensity. For hearing impaired subjects, the pure tone thresholds at 1-8 kHz and the maximum audible frequencies at cut-off intensities of 70-100 dB HL were significantly associated with the BCU threshold (p < 0.01 or p < 0.05). No subjects with estimated total loss of the inner hair cell system in the cochlear basal turn could hear BCU. These results suggest the peripheral perceptual region to be located in the cochlea. The results of masking show the faster excitation spread to the lower frequency range, depending on the intensity. This faster excitation spread may be due to nonlinearity in cochlear mechanics, which may work even without cochlear amplifier, and induce unique characteristics of BCU.